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Online Writing Community Rounds Out Services with Link to Publishing 

Professionals 

Denver, CO, 2019-Oct-14 — /EPR Network/ — Writers’ Connection, an online 
community connecting new and traditionally unpublished authors with the resources 
required to publish a book, today announced the launch of its much anticipated 

Publisher Portal. This latest community feature connects the writer and author 
community with publishing industry professionals seeking new manuscripts to publish. 

Since October 2017, Writers’ Connection has been a support network for emerging and 
established self-published authors, providing access to information on traditional and 

self-publishing options through a blog, social media outlets, articles and events. The 
Publisher Portal opens up the door for aspiring and existing authors to be contacted by 
legitimate agents and publishers specifically seeking their work. Agents and publishers 

can now browse new, unpublished manuscript descriptions and directly contact authors 
they are interested in publishing, providing detail specific submission guidelines for 
their organization. 

“It’s essentially the reverse of the aging traditional publishing model,” said Anne 

Meick, CCO of Writers’ Connection. “Writers’ Connection strives to modernize the book 
publishing process by allowing publishers to seek and contact an author with the story 
they want to publish next, down to a very specific subject, story or mixed genre. The 

options for new works in progress is continuous and endless.” 



The Publisher Portal is the latest addition to the growing Writers’ Connection community 
features. To date, thousands of emerging authors have joined Writers’ Connection, 

making social connections, and finding guidance, and information to get from book idea 
to their dream of published author credit. 

### 

About Writers’ Connection 

Writers’ Connection is a growing online community established to connect new and 
traditionally unpublished authors with the resources required to publish a book. Since 

2017, it has been a resource and community for new and unpublished authors, 
providing connections, guidance, and information to writers just beginning the book 
publishing journey. 

For more information, press only: 

Anne Meick 
720-580-1904 
More@writers-connection.com 

https://www.writers-connection.com 
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